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911 Emergency Addressing Advisory
Committee Meeting
February 5, 2020
11:00 AM to 12:00 PM
Training Room (Room 110)
1st Floor, Ed Ball Building
214 N. Hogan Street

Agenda
I.
II.
III..

Call to Order
Verification of Quorum
Approval of Minutes of Proceeding Meetings
Meeting Summary from the December 4, 2019 Committee Meeting.
Meeting Summary from the December 4, 2019 Committee Workshop.
IV.
Old Business/Unfinished
Business
US Highway 301
There has been an ongoing discrepancy associated the proper street name identification for
US Highway 301. In 2012, in an effort to resolve these discrepancies, the 911 Committee
reviewed different variations of this road name. Through this process, the Committee identified
a preference towards the use of either “US Hwy 301 ” or “US Highway 301 ”, however the
Committee never made a final determination concerning this street name. This issue is coming
before the Committee as a discussion item in order to determine if there are any impacts
associated with the use of either of the preferred street names, and to verify the procedures
required in order to establish the selected name as the officially recognized name by the City.
V.
Review of Out of Sequence Address
VI.
Street Name Changes
Street Name change to rename Bonneval Road to Bentley Road.
Under Sec. 745.105, Ordinance Code, the 911 Emergency Addressing Advisory Committee is
required to review all proposed street name changes. This proposed renaming seeks to
change the name of Bonneval Road, between Philips Highway and J Turner Butler Boulevard,
to “Bentley Road”.
VII. Public Comment
VIII. New Business
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IX.

Next Meeting i Adjourn
Regularly scheduled meeting April 1,2020.
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911 Committee Meeting Minutes for Bonneval Road Renaming
Ed Ball Building, Training Room
February 5, 2020
11:00 a.m.
Attendees:
James Van Gorder – JSO

William Green - JFRD

Kimberly Moreland – JFRD

Cherry Pollock - OGC

Leslie Rosenfeld – USPS

Tanja McCoy – Planning Dept.

Larry Tucky – Traffic Engineering

David Quintanilla – JSO

Chuck Gibson – Building Inspections

Phyllis Leonard – JSO

Regina Daas – ITD

Ellen Fales – Planning Dept./Staff

Clay Whitfield – Planning Dept./Staff

Keyonia Davis – Planning Dept./Staff

Cyndy Trimmer - Speaker
Clay Whitfield began the presentation by describing that the renaming would be for the portion of
Bonneval Road beginning at J Turner Butler Blvd and running southeasterly to Philips Highway. Also, this
location does not rename the entire length of Bonneval Rd. The reason for this renaming is because of
the construction of a Bentley car dealership along that length of Bonneval and the owner of the
dealership would like the road name to reflect his business.
Mr. Whitfield then proceeded to present the requirements of Chapter 745 and how they pertain to this
application. It does not meet all of the requirements of Chapter 745. Following is a list of the sections
that it does not meet and why:
745.105(h) – Only a portion of the roadway is being renamed, not the entire contiguous length.
A section of Bonneval Road will still exist beginning at J Turner Butler Boulevard and running
northwesterly to Lenoir Avenue. However, the name change would occur at a prominent
location, the intersection with J Turner Butler Boulevard and run to the end at Philips Highway.
Mr. Whitfield then discussed the requirements of the Addressing and Street Naming Policy and
indicated that the proposed renaming meets all of these requirements.
Nine parcels (other than the subject parcel) would be effected by this street name change. Of those
nine parcels, there are eight commercial businesses, one federal government office, and one home
owners association (just the association, no residences).
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Mr. Whitfield presented that there is a Bentley Lane in Jacksonville, located in zip code 32207. The
proposed Bentley Road would not be a duplicate road name in the context that it has a different street
type. Bentley Lane is currently undeveloped. If it were ever developed, Bentley Lane would have a
different address range from the extent of the proposed Bentley Road.
Mr. Whitfield concluded his presentation and Chairwoman Tanja McCoy recognized the agent for the
applicant, Cyndi Trimmer.
Ms. Trimmer presented that they have already reached out to property owners and Councilman Becton
and have support for the change. Also, the proposed section of Bonneval Road is somewhat
geographically separated from what would be the remaining section of Bonneval Road. Ms. Trimmer
also indicated that effected business owners felt that it would give the area an identity separate from
the remaining portion of Bonneval Road. Ms. Trimmer concluded her presentation.
Committeewoman Leslie Rosenfeld questioned why 7102 & 7122 Bonneval Road are addressed from
Bonneval Road when they don’t front on Bonneval Road. Mr. Whitfield explained that at the time they
were constructed that City addressing guidelines specified that you could only be addressed from the
nearest City maintained road or private approved road. At the time, the nearest road that met those
criteria was Bonneval Road. Since then, City addressing guidelines have changed.
At this point, multiple Committee members began speaking at once, all concerning the addressing of
7102, 7122, & 7116 Bonneval Road. The consensus of the conversations was that all three addresses
should be changed to be off of Butler Point Road. Mrs. Fales indicated that we cannot change their
addresses without a written recommendation from the 911 Coordinator. Ms. Leonard indicated that
she would prepare one and submit it to the Addressing Section.
Several Committee members discussed the location of the office for the Social Security Administration.
Mr. Whitfield pointed out the location as being the parcels addressed as 7185 Bonneval Road.
Mrs. Pollock briefly questioned Ms. Trimmer about who she has been in contact with. Ms. Trimmer
responded that she has been unsuccessful in contacting the Social Security office.
Mrs. Rosenfeld made a motion that the Committee approve the street name change.
Dave Quintanilla seconded the motion.
Ms. Leonard expressed that the only reason she would not object to it is due to the fact that J Turner
Butler Boulevard is such a major intersection.
Mrs. Rosenfeld pointed out that each side of J Turner Butler Boulevard is a different zip code.
Chairwoman McCoy took held the vote which was unanimous approval of changing Bonneval Road,
from J Turner Butler Boulevard to Philips Highway, to Bentley Road.
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